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Abstract

Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) presents with an array of cutaneous manifestations. Newer changes are being described since the advent of haemodialysis, which prolongs the life expectancy, giving time for these changes to manifest. This cross sectional study was performed in 100 cases of CKD admitted in nephrology department of Dhaka Medical College Hospital (DMCH) and Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU) from April 2008 to August 2008 to evaluate the prevalence of dermatologic problems. Among them most belong to 2nd to 5th decade, 68 are male and rests are female. Glomerulonephritis (44%), Diabetes mellitus (22%), Obstructive uropathy (13%) and Hypertensive nephropathy (12%) are found common causes of CKD. Among these patients 38% patients were treated with conservative treatment, 31% with intermittent peritoneal dialysis (IPD), 19% with haemodialysis and 12% with some form of immunosuppressive therapy. Total 88% of study population had some form of skin disorder; pallor was the most common (82%), while xerosis (61%), pruritus (53%), pigmentation (37%) and bacterial infection (37%) were other common problems. Purpura and fungal infection was 29% and 27% respectively. Viral infection (9%), dermatitis (4%), gynaecomastia (1%), kyrie's disease (3%) are relatively less common findings. Lindsay's nail was seen in 23% of patients and was more prevalent in glomerulonephritis and diabetic patients with prevalence of 13% and 9% respectively. Other nail changes included koilonychia (4%), subungual hyperkeratosis (1%), splinter hemorrhages (3%) onychomycosis (8%) and Beau's lines (1%). So, CKD is associated with a complex array of cutaneous manifestations caused either by the disease or by treatment.
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Introduction:

The skin is the largest body organ that shows remarkable functional and structural diversity. CKD defined as evidence of kidney damage over 3 months period with or without reduction of glomerular filtration rate revealed by clinical assessment, abnormal urinary finding, abnormal renal imaging, genetic disease or histologically proven disease. CKD is associated with array of skin problems. In the past most frequent problems were 'uraemic frost' and 'erythema papulatum uremicum'. Uraemic roseola and uraemic erysepeloid were also seen in patients with advanced renal failure. More recently with advent of dialysis these skin lesions have become rare, but several other abnormalities of skin and the appendages have emerged like fibrosing nephrogenic dermopathy which may be associated with calciphylaxis and metastatic calcification.

Xerosis was the most common cutaneous abnormality observed in previous reports (46-90%). A reduction in the size of eccrine sweat glands may be contributory, although high dose diuretic regimens are also implicated. Pruritus is one of the most characteristic and annoying cutaneous symptoms of CKD. The etiology of pruritus in CKD is unknown. However, it has been associated to renal insufficiency, secondary hyperparathyroidism, xerosis, increased serum levels of magnesium, calcium, phosphate, aluminum, histamine, proliferation of nonspecific enolase-positive sensory nerves in the skin, hypervitaminoses A and iron deficiency anemia. Pallor of the skin due to anemia reported as the hallmark of CKD. Two types of pigmenary changes were observed: hyperpigmentation, attributed to an increase in melanin in the basal layer and superficial dermis due to failure of the kidneys to excrete beta-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (b-MSH)
and a yellowish tinge attributed to the accumulation of carotenoids and nitrogenous pigments. Perforating disorders such as perforating folliculitis, Kyrle's disease and reactive perforating collagenosis have been described in CKD. Metastatic calcification of the skin in CKD results from secondary or tertiary hyperparathyroidism. These dermatological diseases in most cases are not part of irreversible stigmata of CKD, rather they demand appropriate attention, proper diagnosis and in most cases treatment can be provided with symptomatic relieve of the patient. This study was done to find out the prevalence and pattern of dermatological disorders in chronic kidney disease patients.

**Materials and Methods:**

This observational study was carried out at Nephrology department of DMCH & BSMMU from April 2008 to August 2008. Total 100 CKD patients diagnosed on the basis of estimated GFR by Cockroft-Gault formula, persistent urinary abnormality or abnormal renal imaging for a period of 3 months were selected by continuous purposive sampling. Patients with co-existent malignancy were excluded from the study. Detailed history and thorough physical examination was done in each patient to find out different arrays of skin manifestations. Findings were then calculated keeping the view of the study and presented accordingly.

**Results:**

Among 100 patients highest number belongs to 3rd decade (24%), followed by 2nd decade (19%) and 4th decade (18%). Age ranged from 8 to 76 years; 68 were male and 32 were female.

Regarding etiology of CKD, glomerulonephritis (44%) is the leading cause followed by diabetes mellitus (22%), obstructive nephropathy (13%), and hypertensive nephropathy (12%). Male predominance was observed in all etiological groups except in SLE, on the other hand CKD due to obstructive nephropathy was found to be rare among female. A few cases with relatively uncommon etiology like Alport's syndrome (1%), Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (3%) was included.

Treatment modalities for CKD patient varies from conservative therapy to renal transplantation. In this study 31% patients are being treated with IPD which is only superseded by conservative treatment (38%). Only 19% patients are receiving haemodialysis and none with renal transplant. However 12% patients are receiving immunosuppressive agent like cyclophosphamide, chlorambucil with steroids as treatment for active glomerulonephritis.

Among study population 88% had some form cutaneous complain while, only 18% were free from any skin disorders. Pallor was found to be most common skin manifestation among CKD patient (82%), while xerosis (61%), pruritus (53%), pigmentation (37%) and bacterial (37%) infection were other common problems. Prevalence of purpura and fungal infection was 29% and 27% respectively. Viral infection (9%), dermatitis (4%), gynaecomastia (1%), kyrle's disease (3%) are relatively less common findings.

**Discussion:**

Cutaneous manifestations are very common in patients with chronic kidney disease. Pico et al and Bencini et al found prevalence of kidney disease in 100% and 79% patients respectively. Udayakumar et al has performed a study among patients receiving haemodialysis and cutaneous disorders were found in 82% patients. Among study population 88% had some form cutaneous complain while, only 18% was free from all skin disorder. These findings of the study accords with previous study.

Pallor (82%) was found to be most common skin manifestation among CKD patients in this study. Study done by Udayakumar et al pallor was observed in only 60% of patients, possibly because of the darker complexion. The hemoglobin level was less than 8 g % in 64% of the patients. This is a common early finding and adds significantly to the mortality. Pallor was found to be more prevalent in comparison to previous study, one possibility for this difference is that in second mentioned study population was the patients on maintenance hemodialysis, who usually receive regular blood transfusion, on the contrary in this study population patients belonging to different stages of CKD at hospital admission were included who may not yet got any attention towards treatment of anemia. Xerosis (61%) was the second most common presentation, while xerosis was the most common cutaneous abnormality (79%) in study done by Udayakumar et al. Prevalence of xerosis observed in previous reports (46-90%) and. In Udayakumar et al study, 53% of patients complained of pruritus. Fifteen (28%) patients had pruritus before the diagnosis of CRF. Thirty eight out of 53 patients (72%) found no improvement following dialysis, 5 (9.4%) showed improvement and 10 patients (18.8%) reported aggravation after hemodialysis. It was found to be severe in diabetic patients. In this present study pruritus was found in same proportion 53%. Though the previous mentioned study has look into relation between dialysis and pruritus, such correlation was not investigated in the present study due to short duration of
study. Pigmentation (37%) was next common skin disorder found among patients of CKD. In the study done by Udayakumar et al19 two types of pigmentation were observed: hyperpigmentation (seen in 43% of patients) and a yellowish tinge to the skin (10%) with prominent hyperpigmentation over the sun-exposed areas was seen in 26%. Other authors have reported a prevalence of 20-22%7,10. Udayakumar et al19 found sixty-seven skin infections (13 bacterial, 42 fungal and 12 viral), distributed amongst 40 patients. Bacterial infections seen in 13 patients, were common in diabetics. The fungal infections were distributed among 30 patients (30%). Pityriasis versicolor was seen in 15 patients (15%). The viral infections included warts (8%), herpes simplex (3%) and herpes zoster (1%). Bencini et al have reported the incidence of fungal infection in patients undergoing hemodialysis to be 67%14. Tinea pedis, also reported to be common10. In the present study bacterial infection, fungal infection and viral infection were found in 37%, 27% and 9% respectively. However pattern of fungal infection accords with that found in previous study. One possible explanation for increased bacterial infection found in this study is 19 patients were found to have thrombophlebitis secondary to cannulation. Pattern of infection may also vary with type of immunosuppression that occurs in different group of patients treated with different modalities of treatment.

APD has been reported to occur in 4.5-17% of patients on hemodialysis5,10 Udayakumar et al19 encountered Kyrle's disease in 21 patients (21%); 19 of them had undergone dialysis for less than 6 months. These changes were significantly more prevalent in diabetic patients. In the present study kyrle's disease is found in only 3% cases. This difference with the study done by Udayakumar et al19 is significant and the reason may be study population in this study was patients with CKD and only 50% were required to have renal replacement therapy and only 19% of the total study population were treated with hemodialysis. Arteriovenous shunt dermatitis may be seen in 8% of patients on long-term hemodialysis. But it was not found in this study, rather 4 patients had dermatitis at different parts of the body but whether it was attributable to CKD was not ascertained. Metastatic calcification of the skin in CKD results from secondary or tertiary hyperparathyroidism. Nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy (NFD), a recently described disorder of unknown etiology, resembles scleromyxedema in some aspects19. However these findings were not seen in this study as study population was under hemodialysis for a short period only and none had received renal transplantation.

Conclusion:

Bangladesh is one of the most densely populated areas in the world. Some of the cutaneous manifestation noticed during study been very refractory to treatment given as a part of management of CKD and have great impact on quality of life of these patients. It was also noticed that some cutaneous manifestation were completely overlooked which might required only simple treatment and great relief could be offered to the patient if a dermatological consultation was sought.
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